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QUALITY LEVELS OF RESULT-COMMENT MOVE SEQUENCES  

IN THE DISCUSSION SECTIONS IN TAIWANESE  

MA APPLIED LINGUISTICS THESES 

 

Cheng-Hua Hsiao 
 

ABSTRACT 

MA students often find writing the discussion section of a thesis (hereafter 

discussion writing) a difficult task (Bitchener & Basturkmen, 2006). Thesis 

advisors, research writing instructors, and graduate students are able to recognize 

the strength and weakness of discussion writing through established levels of 

quality. Therefore, grading discussion writing has the potential to contribute to 

instructional quality and learning enhancement. This study distinguished the 

qualities of discussion writing and identified the factor(s) that affect differences in 

such quality. To achieve this, 30 discussions in applied linguistics MA theses were 

classified into four quality levels based on raters’ judgments. The discussion 

writings were then coded using the move structure of discussion sections 

(Basktukmen, 2009). In these sections, it was found that move 3 [reporting a result] 

and move 4 [commenting on results] were obligatory across only three groups 

(marginally adequate, competent and mastery groups) and a move cycle was 

identified as the sequence from move 3 [reporting a result] to move 4 [commenting 

on results]. The combinations of move 3 and move 4 were found to be a possible 

factor in determining the quality of discussion writing for competent and mastery 

levels works. It was also found that the move combinations were single move, two-

move combination, three-move combination, and multiple move combinations. 

The more complex the structure of move 3 and move 4, the more sophisticated and 

critical the discussion writing. The pedagogical implications of this study are 

considered and suggestions for future research presented. 

Key words: move structure, discussion section, academic writing 

INTRODUCTION 

Move analysis, a genre-based approach to identify the schematic 
structure of research articles (RAs), has been a crucial area of research for 
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decades. A move is an elementary unit of text structure used to analyze 
genre, although numerous researchers (Lores, 2004; Nwogu, 1997; Santo, 
1996; Swales & Feak, 2000) have defined this functional term in different 
ways. Moves are generally composed of segments of texts which have 
communicative intents that are realized through either lexico-grammatical 
or semantic features. The communicative intents give the segments an 
unvaried orientation and indicate the content of discourse.  

The move-based approach has been used extensively to investigate the 
part-genres of a research article. The most influential research was that of 
Swales’ Create a Research Space model that was applied to examine the 
introduction of a research article (e.g., Jothong, 2001; Samraj, 2002; 
Swales, 1990). Related studies have focused on specific part-genres such 
as the literature review (Kwan, 2005; Hsiao & Yu, 2012, 2015), methods 
(Lim, 2006; Peacock, 2011), results (e.g. Breet, 1994; Thompson, 1993), 
and discussion (e.g. Basturkmen, 2009, 2012; Holmes, 1997; Peacocok, 
2002; Yang & Allison, 2003), whereas some studies have analyzed all four 
sections or “IMRD” patterns (e.g Kanoksilapatham, 2005, 2007; Nwogu, 
1997; Posteguillo, 1999). Related research has also been extended to 
examine research articles across disciplines (Peacock, 2002) and in 
different cultures such as Chinese (Loi & Evan, 2010), Slavic languages 
(Yakhontova, 2006), Persian (Amnuai & Wannaruk, 2013), Thai (Atai & 
Fallah, 2005), and Vietnamese (Loan & Pramoolsook, 2015). 

Discussion as a Part-Genre  

The discussion section plays a critical role in a research article 
(Jalilifar, Hayati & Namdari, 2012). Its purpose is to provide readers with 
a sense of the larger picture and convince them of the appropriateness of 
the authors’ interpretation and speculation, progressing from narrow 
considerations to a broader generalization in a certain field, termed 
“inside-out” by Buker & Weissburg (1990). Writers of a discussion are 
expected to claim, corroborate, clarify, and counter (Schafer, 2019). 
Claiming is adding new information to what is already known, whereas to 
corroborate is to support what is already known. Clarifying is extending 
or refining what is already known and contradicting is countering what is 
already known. The discussion has also been compared to a larger 
machine (Becker, 2008). Assessing the operation of “this machine” and its 
parts is the major function of a discussion. Furthermore, it is argued that 
the challenge of writing up discussion sections is to interpret the meaning 
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of the results for readers and distinguish foreground and background 
information. Crafting a sophisticated discussion requires placing the 
central claim in the foreground and supporting information in the 
background. Self-criticism is central to writing a discussion section 
(Shuttleworth, 2008). The discussion section is not always about what the 
researchers have found but what they did not find and how they have 
addressed this. 

Therefore, this study focused on move use in student writing in the 
discussion sections of masters’ theses.  Levels of quality in discussions 
drew our attention because it is the initial works by students that should 
be examined critically, and masters’ theses have seldom been touched 
upon in an EFL context such as that in Taiwan. Through the vulnerabilities 
and strengths identified in the graded discussion section in this study, 
pedagogical strategies can be developed and devised for various levels of 
learners.  

Move Structures of Discussion Sections 

Several discussion move frameworks have been presented in the 
literature from 1984 to 2009 (Basturkmen, 2009; Dudley-Evans, 1986; 
Holmes, 1997; Hopkins & Dudley-Evans, 1988; Liu & Buckingham, 2018; 
Peacock, 2002; Smith, 1984; Swales & Feak, 2004; Yang & Allison, 
2003). For instance, Hopkins and Dudley-Evans (1988) adopted eleven 
moves. Peacock (2002), however, reduced the exhaustive number of 
moves to seven: information move, identifying an expected or unexpected 
outcome, reference to previous research, explanation, generalization, 
limitation, and recommendation. Swales and Feak (2004) claimed that 
discussion sections generally contain three moves: consolidate research 
space, discuss limitations, and present implications for further research. 
Yang and Allison’s model (2003) was popular among many subsequent 
researchers (Amnuai and Wannaruk, 2013; Basturkenmen, 2009; Lin, 
2014; Liu and Buckingham, 2018; Nodoushan and Khakbaz, 2011; 
Rasmeenin, 2006; Zekrati, 2015) because of its conciseness and multi-
layered design.  The major move “commenting on results” is realized 
through four substeps: interpreting results, comparing results with the 
literature, accounting for results, evaluating results. Adopting Yang and 
Allison’s model (2003), Basturkmen (2009) made three changes for her 
revised framework: first, the first two moves background information and 
summary of results were optional; second, the substep accounting for 
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results was removed because of its overlapping sense with interpreting 
results. The third change was to offer the additional steps of explanation: 
(1) alternative explanations, (2) references to the literature to support 
explanations and (3) evaluations of the explanations offered. The strength 
of her revised framework identified that the result–comment sequence 
acted as a cycle and its multi-level nature. Based on the aforementioned 
reasons, Basturkmen’s framework was used for the present study because 
it provides a concise description of moves at additional step levels instead 
of the move level in the result-comment sequence and thus allows for finer 
distinctions between frequent and marked moves (Liu & Buckingham, 
2018). It therefore precisely suits the purpose of the present study to 
distinguish the levels of quality of discussion sections.   

Obligatory Moves in the Discussion Section 

An obligatory move is defined as a must-appear move in the desired 
part-genre. However, the reviews demonstrate that no universally 
systematic pattern, particularly the obligatory move, is evident in the 
writing of discussions. For instance, Holmes (1997) found that commonly 
shared moves were deduction and statement of results. By contrast, 
Nwogu (1997) identified three obligatory moves in medical journals: 
reporting results, explanation, and conclusion. No obligatory moves were 
found in Peacock’s study (2002) although claim, findings, and reference 
to previous research were frequently used. Yang and Allison (2003) 
reported reporting results as an obligatory move (Dudley-Evans, 1994; 
Hopkins & Dudley-Evans, 1988; Kanoksilapatham, 2005; Peng, 1987). 
Finding, reference to previous research, and claim were three obligatory 
moves that have been used in applied linguistics (Tsai, 2011). In reports 
by Baskturkmen (2009) and Liu and Buckingham (2018), most of the 
discussion was related to two moves, reporting a result and commenting 
on results. Rasmeenin (2006) identified the following obligatory moves: 
background information, reporting a result, summarizing a result, 
commenting on the result, and deduction from research. Amnuai and 
Wannaruk (2013) identified commenting on the results as the only 
obligatory move in their study.  

Swales and Feak (2004) argued that discussions appear in numerous 
forms and differ substantially. One reason for this variation is that the 
different types of research questions each study addresses. The answers to 
some research questions provide a wide-ranging description of a particular 
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fact or event, whereas others focus on explaining the findings (Nodoushan 
& Khakbaz, 2011; Rasmeenin, 2006). Another reason for this discrepancy 
may be the position of the discussion section in the research article. Some 
writers start this part-genre by answering the research questions, whereas 
others prefer to summarize the results. Thus, this part-genre is less 
consistently structured than the others. However, this study aimed to 
examine another factor: whether levels of writing quality determine the 
obligatory moves used in the discussion section of masters’ theses in an 
EFL context in Taiwan. Additionally, this study focused on the result-
comment sequence instead of other seldom-used moves. The result-
comment sequence was emphasized because they have been considered as 
obligatory or conventional moves (Basturkmen, 2009), a key part for 
academic communication in discussion writing. The seldom-used moves 
such as background information, deduction (claim), limitations and 
recommendations are observed as optional moves by many researchers in 
past studies (see the subsection “obligatory moves in the discussion 
section” in the introduction) and they may also overlap with the moves 
used in the conclusion section. In order to keep the study more focused, 
the result-comment sequence was analyzed in this study.  

Disciplines Studied in Discussion Sections 

Frameworks have been employed in individual fields and broader 
disciplinary areas, including agricultural economics (Holmes, 2001); 
chemical engineering (Peng, 1987); biochemistry (Dudley-Evans, 1994; 
Kanoksilapathan, 2005; Thompson, 1993); biomedicine (Dubois, 1997); 
political science, sociology, and history (Holmes, 1997); social sciences 
(Lewin et al., 2001); biological sciences (Samraj, 2002); physics 
(Parkinson, 2011); psychology and sociology (Lewin & Fine, 1996); 
computer science (Posteguillo, 1999); and medicine (Nodoushan, 2011). 
Move analysis has also been employed as a framework for investigating 
cross-disciplinary (Basturkmen, 2012;  Cotos et al., 2015, 
2017;  Holmes, 1997; Peacock, 2002) and cross-cultural variation 
(Amnuai and Wannaruk, 2013, ElMalik and Nesi, 2008; Fallahi & Erzi, 
2003; Loi and Evans, 2010, Mohan & Lo, 1985; Takahashi & Beebe, 1987; 
Yakhontova, 2006; Yang & Allison, 2003) in the generic structure of 
various RA sections.  

Most of the research on particular sections of a research article or its 
overall structure has been conducted in the field of natural sciences (Brett, 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib7
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib17
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib29
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib3
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib21
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib40
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0889490617303332#bib74
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1994; Dudley-Evans, 1994; Hunston, 1993; Kanoksilapathan, 2005; 
Parkinson, 2011). Applied linguistics was chosen as the field of 
investigation in this study because academic discourse in this area is 
characterized as having substantial variety, rivalry, and controversy. 
English is the means of academic communication and the instructional 
language in most classrooms in applied linguistics or its subfield- English 
language teaching. By contrast, most theses in other disciplines in Taiwan 
are written in the students’ native language, Mandarin Chinese. Initial 
major works by students require attention because students’ competence 
in observing the generic conventions and utilizing the linguistic resources 
to communicate effectively in academic discourse is an essential academic 
skill. Furthermore, recent research has shown that perceived knowledge 
of genre structures plays an important role in the effective use of English 
in academic settings. An increasing number of students worldwide who 
are not native English speakers are studying applied linguistics through 
the medium of English. Therefore, a pedagogical reason exists for 
expanding the genre analysis of research articles to applied linguistics.  

Students’ Difficulties in Writing Discussions 

Thus far, research has revealed that there are flaws evident in the 
discussion sections written by students. A common error is that the report 
summary is often excessively long and includes additional results, which 
should be placed in the result section (Basturkmen, 2009). In some cases, 
reporting a result was positioned in the middle of commenting on results 
rather than in the initial position. Such writers were still tackling the 
results rather than moving toward generalization, which shows a lack of 
appropriate genre knowledge. Mansourizadeh and Ahmad (2011) reported 
local errors with citation, whereas Petric (2007) found that some students 
exhibited a less refined and intricate use of citations. Parkinson (2011) also 
found that students have restricted lexico-grammatical resources. Student 
writers used strong words such as “prove” and “mean” frequently in their 
discussions. Parkinson also found that students used a large number of 
conjunctions and the phrase “more spoken” in the discussion section of 
physics laboratory reports. They were generally affirmative and less 
tentative in making strong claims.  
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Distinguishing Quality Levels for Masters’ Theses 

The data used for a consideration of discussion sections in the 
literature have largely consisted of students’ doctoral dissertations 
(Bunton, 1998, 2002, 2005; Dong, 1998; Dudley-Evans, 1986; Hyland, 
2004; Paltridge, 2002; Swales, 2004; Thompson, 2001, 2005) and 
published articles (Holmes, 1997; Dubois, 1997; Kanoksilapatham, 2003; 
Yang & Allison, 2003; Dubois, 1997). Two studies have focused on both 
expert and student writings (Hopkins & Dudley-Evans, 1988; Samraj, 
2013). Masters’ theses have received attention from scholars in EFL 
contexts (Amnuai & Wannaruk, 2013, Chen & Kuo, 2012; Loan & 
Pramoolsook, 2015). The scarcity of studies on texts written by non-
English writers has thus become apparent and research work on Taiwanese 
writers is nearly non-existent.  

With these considerations in mind, the two research questions that 
guided this study were as follows: 

(1) What are the obligatory moves in the discussion sections in 
Taiwanese MA applied linguistics theses?  

(2) How does writing quality differ in terms of move combinations? 

METHODS 

Data Collection 

Thirty master’s theses were selected from the database of theses and 
dissertation network of the National Central Library in Taiwan. Only 
empirical data-driven research was selected for the comparison of 
communicative moves because they reflected the IMRD move structure 
of research writing. A stratified random sample was chosen to ensure 
external validity and enhance the generalizability of the findings (Mackey 
& Gass, 2005). The electronic version of each thesis was obtained with 
the permission of the writers from the libraries.  

In this study, the criteria used to select the sample were topics, 
institutions, regions, and year of coverage. To avoid concentrating on 
limited topics in this field, the selection covered a wide range of topics in 
TEFL regarding language skills, applied linguistics, language elements, 
learning, and teaching. Language skills included vocabulary, listening, 
reading, speaking, and writing. Topics in applied linguistics consisted of 
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pragmatics, discourse analysis, and interaction analysis. Learning 
involved learning strategies and motivation studies. Topics on teaching 
included CALLs, curriculum design, and testing. Two or three theses were 
selected for each topic. The regional factor involved selections of theses 
from graduate programs of the institutions located in the three parts of 
Taiwan: northern, central and southern. Institutions included TEFL MA 
programs from various levels/types of institutions: national universities, 
private universities, national polytechnic universities, private polytechnic 
colleges, and normal universities. Regarding year of coverage, the theses 
selected had to be completed and submitted to their respective graduate 
schools within the previous four years (2014-2018) to reflect rapid 
changes within the discipline.   

Rating 

Raters’ qualifications 

Three raters were chosen for this study. All held PhD degrees in 
TESOL or applied linguistics. They had taught academic writing in 
Taiwan for at least five years and were currently instructing TESOL 
graduate students. Therefore, they were able to understand the functions 
of the discussion and distinguish different levels of quality in students’ 
discussion writing.  

Rating procedures  

1. Initial training session: The three raters underwent a training 
program in which the purpose of the study was explained to them. 
Based on raters’ past experience in guiding thesis writing, they 
assigned one of the quality levels (inadequate, marginally inadequate, 
competent and mastery) to each piece of discussion writing. At the 
end, the quality of discussion writings of 30 theses were categorized 
into four groups: “inadequate,” “marginally inadequate,” 
“competent,” and “mastery.”  

2. Trial rating session: Each rater was presented with four samples of 
discussion writing that differed in quality. They spent two hours 
rating the four pieces of writing. Upon completion, they discussed 
with each other as there were disagreements over certain pieces of 
discussion writing. After they had reached a consensus, they used the 
designated criteria to grade the discussions. The trial rating session 
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was to establish criteria for discussion writing among the three raters 
based on their past instructional thesis writing experience. 

3. Final rating session: Before they attended this meeting, they read the 
remaining 26 pieces of discussion writing. During this meeting, they 
discussed the strengths/weaknesses of each piece and assigned them 
to the appropriate level. If there was no agreement among the three 
raters, a vote for the quality level was cast.  

Coding 

The researcher and her research assistant both coded all 30 discussion 
sections. The research assistant was a doctoral student in TESOL in 
Taiwan. He was trained to identify the major moves and submoves of the 
move structure using the move samples. Four pieces of writing were taken 
from the data for trial coding to match with the researcher’s coding. After 
training, the research assistant coded the rest of the discussions. The 
reliability between the researcher and the coder was 92%, which was 
considered substantial. Basturkmen’s framework was adopted as the move 
structure of discussions (Table 1) for coding to derive the frequency of 
move occurrence.  
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Table 1 

Move Structure of Discussion Sections 

Move 1 Background Information: review of research purposes, theory, 

methodology 

Move 2 Summarizing results: integration of number of specific results 

Move 3 Reporting a result 

Move 4 Commenting on results 

Step A: Explaining the result 

Step B: Comparing with result in literature 

Step C: Evaluating the result 

 

Move 3 

Move 4 

 

Move 3 

Move 4 

 The result-comment sequence (move 3 & 4) is repeated any number of 

times. 

 

Additional steps of step A (Explaining the result)  

A1: Providing alternative explanations for the same result  

A2: Referring to an explanation provided in the literature 

A3: Evaluating an explanation  

Data Analysis 

Word counts 

The total number of words of each group was counted to derive mean 
word counts, thus showing the average length of the discussion for each 
group. 

Means of move occurrences  

The researcher divided the move occurrences by the number of 
discussions of each group to derive the mean use for each move. Mean 
scores were used to determine whether the move was obligatory, 
conventional, or optional. These definitions were suggested by Rasmeenin 
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(2006). A move was considered obligatory if the mean score of the move 
was greater than 1, conventional if it was between 0.66 and 0.99, and 
optional if it was less than 0.66.  

Types of move combinations  

To derive the different types of move combinations, the researcher 
followed three steps. First, they listed the move sequences of the four 
groups to establish whether there was regularity in move sequencing 
regarding the writers’ choice of moves. Second, the regularity of move 
sequencing was understood as a move cycle. As previously found, a move 
cycle in the discussion section was identified as the sequence from move 
3 [reporting a result] to move 4 [commenting on results]. Third, the 
possible combinations of move 3 and move 4 were used to determine the 
quality of the discussion because the alternate move uses between move 3 
and move 4 require writers’ strategic use of moves to manage the results 
to give a larger picture and convince readers of the appropriateness of the 
authors’ interpretation and speculation. By repeatedly using move 3 and 
move 4, the writers interpret the meaning of the results for readers and 
distinguish foreground and background information. The discourse is 
progressing from narrow considerations to a broader generalization in a 
certain field. In this study, the move combinations were [single move], 
[two-move combination], [three-move combination], and [multiple move 
combinations]. A single move was defined as a section/sections devoted 
to only reporting a finding. A two-move combination denotes the reporting 
of findings together with either the writer’s explanation or references to 
other studies. A three-move combination signifies the reporting of 
findings along with both the writer’s explanation and references to other 
studies. A multiple move combination indicates the reporting of findings 
along with multiple explanations by the writer and their respective 
references to other studies. The more complex the structure of the 
combined move 3 and move 4, the more sophisticated and critical the 
writing of the discussion. 

RESULTS 

Table 2 shows the word counts of each group: the total words for each 
group and the mean score for each discussion in each group. Students in 
the inadequate group only wrote 1,798 words for their discussions. The 
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word counts increased with the marginally inadequate and competent 
groups. Students in the mastery group were able to write 5,232 words, 
almost three times as much as those in the inadequate group. 

Table 2  

Word Counts at Each Group 

Levels of 
group 

Word count 

Inadequate 
 

N=9 

Marginally 
Inadequate 

N=8 

Competent 
 

N=9 

Mastery 
 

N=4 

Total 16,811 22,939 30,921 20,926 

Mean  1,798  2,867  3,435  5,232 

Table 3 shows the mean score of move use of each group. For the 
inadequate group, move 3 was the obligatory move and was used on 
average 2.67 times for each discussion section. However, the mean score 
of move 4 did not exceed 1; this means that an absence of move 4 is 
common at this level of discussion, resulting in major deficiencies in the 
quality of discussion writing. It appears that the inadequate group simply 
writes down the major findings of the study (move 3) without including 
any discussion in their MA theses.    

For the marginally inadequate group, move 3 [reporting a result], 
move 4 (step A [explain the result], and step B [comparing with results in 
the literature]) were obligatory. Move 3 was still used most frequently with 
a total of 6. This group was rated as marginally inadequate because they 
reported the findings (move 3) at great length. However, there was no 
further use of move 4 steps A1, A2, and A3 to strengthen their arguments.  

In the competent group, move 3 and move 4 (A, B, A1, A2) were 
obligatory moves. When writing discussions, they were able to use move 
3 and move 4 alternately. Steps A1, A2, and A3 were used to provide 
further insights in the discussion sections, though with a lower frequency 
than steps A and B.   

For the mastery group, the obligatory moves were move 3 and move 
4 (Steps A, B, A1, and A2). Move 3 and move 4 were used alternately by 
the mastery group; moreover, they used more of move 4 steps A1and A2, 
signifying that this group offered a more in-depth analysis in their 
discussions.   
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Table 3 

Mean Score of Move (Steps) Occurrences in Each Group 

 Inadequate 

 

N=9 

Marginally 

Inadequate 

N=8 

Competent 

 

N=9 

Mastery 

 

N=4 

Move3 2.67*** 6.00*** 12.11*** 10.75*** 

Move 4 Step A 0.22* 3.13***  6.22***  5.50*** 

Move 4 Step B 0.44* 3.13***  8.11***  7.50*** 

Move 4 Step C 0.00 0.25* 0.22* 0.25* 

Move 4 Step A1 0.00 0.00  1.44*** 4.00*** 

Move 4 Step A2 0.00 0.25*  2.00*** 2.50*** 

Move 4 Step A3 0.00 0.13* 0.11* 0.00 

*** obligatory move mean score 0=1.00 ,  ** conventional move mean score 0.99-0.66,  

*optional move <0.66 

In Table 4, the sequence pattern analysis showed that a single move 
[major findings] was mainly adopted by the inadequate group. The results 
also showed that with advances in group levels, the writers develop 
strategies involving more complex move combinations. The marginally 
inadequate group had the highest frequency of two-move combinations as 
[major finding-explanation] and [major finding-reference] and used a 
three-move combination at least once in their discussions. The competent 
group used two- and three- move combinations most frequently. The 
mastery group favored three- and multiple- move combinations. The 
distinction between the competent group and mastery group was that the 
mastery group had a good command of utilizing multiple move cycles 
[major finding-explanation-reference] to form multiple-move 
combinations.  
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Table 4  

Types of Move Combinations of Each Group 

Types of move 

combinations 

Inadequate 

 

N=9 

Marginally 

Inadequate 

N=8 

Competent 

 

N=9 

Mastery 

 

N=4 

Single move 

[Major finding] 
2 1.25 0.56 0 

Two-move combination 

[Major findings-explanation] 

[Major finding-references] 

0.44 2 5.44 1 

Three-move combination 

[Major findings-explanation-

references] 

0 1.625 3.11 2.25 

Multiple move 

combination 

[Major findings-explanation-

references-additional explanation-

additional references] 

0 0.125 1.78 2.10 

It is apparent that the writers in the inadequate group place 
information that should be placed in the result section in the discussion 
section. In Excerpt 1, the researcher reacted to the research question raised 
“What problems did the researcher encounter? How should the design be 
planned and revised for the remedial class?” In this thesis entitled 
“Implementing a remedial class: An action research,” the answer to the 
research question was extended and iterated, the same as those in the result 
section.  

Excerpt 1 (N5)  

[Move 3] The researcher, also the teacher, encountered a common 
problem in most junior high schools in Taiwan. That 
was some ninth graders gave up learning English, and 
some of them even hated English. The following was 
the problem that the teacher encountered in the 
classroom.  

These students were almost English low-level students. 
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They did not do homework, and kept English test paper 
untouched. When they were forced to hand in the 
workbooks, they just copied their classmates. In regular 
class, they sat at their desk without vigor. They seemed 
to fall asleep anytime or chatted or other classmates. 
When asked to sit straight, they looked absent-minded. 
The teacher tried hard to solve the problem, and talked 
to these students in person. When asked why they did 
not pay attention to English class, they all said that they 
did not understand what the teacher said because they 
did not have a solid foundation of English. One of them, 
Allen, expressed that “hated English tests because I did 
not understand the questions on paper. I really don’t 
like English.” (Informal talk, February, 2014) 

When Allen said so, the rest of the low-level students 
nodded. The teacher had a clear vision of remedial 
instruction. This remedial English class aimed at that 
first, help these students develop basic English 
competence. Second, enhancing the low-level students’ 
confidence so that they could not have a positive 
attitude toward English.   

The teacher, also the researcher planned the action 
research based on the low-level students’ learning 
experiences. The findings related to designing the 
instruction based on the interviews with these low-level 
students included three issues. First, the contents of 
remedial instruction should be adapted to meet the two 
low-level students’ readiness level. Second, to enhance 
two students’ confidence, grammar which 
overwhelmed them should be the focus of instruction 
needed to meet their learning styles….. 

Writers in the marginally inadequate group also made more use of 
move 3 [reporting a result]. They were able to explain the results and 
compare them with those of previous studies, but only in a couple of 
instances in this section. In the example below, there are occasionally 
inadequate move sequences that highlight the wrong information. In this 
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particular study, social-culture theory (SCT) is used to explain the 
strategies used by language learners to acquire language in a study-
abroad program. However, in Excerpt 2, the writer cited Brown’s (2007) 
statement to define what is meant by successful language learners. The 
readers may feel somewhat at a loss as to what the focus is in the citation, 
which appears to be a strange insertion and has no meaningful 
connection with the previous sentence. Therefore, the incorrect sequence 
of move 4 and move 3 creates cognitive confusion and disrupts the flow 
of reading. 

Excerpt 2 (P12)  

[Move 4 
Step B] 

Coping Strategies 
The last two research question(s) are about their coping 
strategies to enhance their language proficiency and 
cross-cultural adaptation. Brown (2007) defined 
successful language learners as those who “tend to take 
charge of their own attainment, proactively seeking 
means for acquisition” (p.272). 

[Move 3] 
 

 
 
 
  
[Move 4 
Step A] 
[Move 4 
Step B] 

 

[Move 3] 

 

 
 
 
 

The analysis of the interview data from the Taiwanese 
senior high students in this study, the coping strategies 
to get meaning across and enhance the language 
proficiency are participating in activities, much effort 
taken in learning, holding active learning attitude, and 
above all, 

the most consistently reported strategy being what SCT 
maintains: interaction. According to SCT, “…the most 
important forms of cognitive activity develop through 
interaction within these social and material 
environments” (Lantolf, 2006, p. 197). 

In this study, Aaron reported how he interacted with his 
host father…. Allen described his Russian improved 
mainly through the interaction with host siblings and 
classroom. Cathy also described…. she kept talking 
with her host mother after school to get used to 
Australia accent. Chi revealed his active 
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[Move 4 
Step B] 

 

characteristic …. Wen interacted with her 2nd host 
mother …. and Nim interacted with younger host 
siblings…. 

Previous research also revealed the importance of 
social interaction in the host culture. For example, one 
participant in Fotovatian’s (2012) study narrated her 
experience in Australia. She isolated herself after being 
frequently corrected …. 

In both competent and mastery groups, the writers were able to present 
the results and then explain and compare these with the results from 
previous studies. Furthermore, they used additional explanation(s) and 
comparisons with other research studies. However, writers in the mastery 
group employed a more complicated discussion structure and offered 
more than two explanations so that the statements sounded well-thought 
out and elaborated upon. Most importantly, the mastery groups focused on 
multiple explanations and unexpected results, which made the discussion 
more resourceful and critical. 

The following excerpt shows a discussion section of the mastery 
group. The author responded to the first research question by briefly 
presenting the positive result and listing the studies that supported such 
findings. Four factors were then provided to explain this result. 
Additionally, an unexpected result was addressed whereby two groups 
made similar progress on listening in the GEPT proficiency post-test. 
Although English storytelling instruction was effective in promoting the 
listening ability of the experimental group, this group did not show 
superior development compared with the control group. The writer gave 
multiple explanations to account for results that were not anticipated.  

Excerpt 3 (N2)  

[Move 3] 
unexpected 

result 

On the other hand, according to GEPT proficiency post-
tests, two groups made similar progress on listening. 
Although English storytelling instruction was effective 
for promoting the experimental group’ listening ability, 
this group did not show superior development when 
compared with the control group. That is, English 
storytelling instruction is not as good as originally 
expected in this study. Thus, some possible reasons are 
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explored and elaborated below. 

[Move 4 
Step A] 

First, time might be one factor. Listeners in this study 
only accepted the storytelling instruction within 
fourteen weeks…. 

[Move 4 
Step A1] 

Second, speech rate may be one of the factors that affect 
students’ listening comprehension. Listeners in this 
study were exposed to slower speech rate….  

[Move 4 
Step A2] 

As Hayati (2010) suggested, storytelling with natural 
speech rate could better improve EFL learners’ listening 
comprehension …. 

[Move 4 
Step A1] 

Third, the reason why the storytelling instruction was 
not better than the traditional instruction might be 
credited to students’ heavy reliance on the illustrations 
in the story books…. 

DISCUSSION 

In response to the first research question “What are the obligatory 
moves in the discussion sections in Taiwanese MA applied linguistics 
theses?,” the results showed that reporting a result [move 3] was the only 
obligatory move used across the four groups. However, reporting a result 
[move 3] and commenting on result [move 4] were the two major moves 
employed by the three groups of student writers: the marginally 
inadequate group, the competent group, and the mastery group.     

The lack of a match for the obligatory moves among the inadequate 
group and the other three groups could be explained by the writers’ 
strategic uses of moves, as this may determine the obligatory move uses 
in discussion writing. In studies by Chen and Kuo (2012) and Amirian et 
al. (2008), which comprised MA graduates in applied linguistics as 
participants, only reporting major findings was found obligatory, which is 
consistent with the result in the inadequate group in the current study.  
Since the discussion writings of several nonnative-English-speaking 
graduate students were rated as inadequate, accounting for nearly one third 
of the participants, the reason could be that the inadequate group maybe 
regarded as having a limited idea of what was required for the discussion 
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component. These writers continued to grapple with the results, resulting 
in ineffective communication of this part-genre. They experienced 
difficulties in constructing an extended argument to meet the appropriate 
generic requirements (Lei, 2012; McCulloch, 2012). Fallahi and Erzi 
(2003) also found that their master’s students in applied linguistics chose 
reporting results as the only obligatory move. They found that it was 
difficult for their Iranian MA graduates to make deductions from their data, 
evaluate their studies, and comment on other results. 

The more strategically the graduate students write in their discussion, 
the more connected moves they compose in this part-genre. This finding 
yielded from the other superior groups corresponds with previous studies 
showing that reporting a result and commenting on results (comparing 
with results in the literature and explanation) are the two obligatory moves 
in applied linguistics (Loan and Pramoolsook, 2015; Tsai, 2011; 
Nodoushan and Khakbaz, 2011; Yang & Allison, 2003; Zekrati, 2015) 
indicating that when writers are more strategic in discussion writing, the 
use of the two moves reporting a result and commenting on results is more 
substantial. Amirian, Kassaian, and Tavakoli (2008) argued that cultural 
writing styles also play a role. Their Persian writers tended to make strong 
claims and validated their findings by repetitively referring to past 
literature. The prevalent use of these sequences in reporting and 
commenting on results in discussion sections corresponds with the 
findings from other datasets in the field of applied linguistics (Basturkmen, 
2009; Dudley-Evans,1988; Holmes,1997; Liu & Buckingham, 2018; 
Jalilifar et al., 2012; Nodoushan and Khakbaz, 2011; Peng,1987; 
Rasmeenin, 2006; Swales, 1990; Yang and Allison, 2003; Zekrati, 2015).  

There are two reasons for the high frequency of these two moves in 
the discussions. First, most of the theses collected were empirical studies 
(quantitative) where the authors may textualize noteworthy findings in 
narratives. The comparatively high frequency of steps involving 
comparing results with previous literature in the three superior datasets in 
this study suggests that referring to previous studies, solidifying 
interpretations, and/or contextualizing specific findings are given greater 
prominence in this section than reporting noticeable results (Liu & 
Buckingham, 2018). The interpretive component gains prominence in 
these results and the use of interpretations is largely in agreement with the 
findings reported by Basturkmen (2009, 2012) and Liu and Buckingham 
(2018). By using these interpretive moves and/or steps, writers display an 
awareness of disciplinary inquiry and openly declare their findings 
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(Basturkmen, 2009; Basturkmen, East & Bitchener, 2014). 
Second, these two moves embrace a certain kind of discourse style, as 

commented on by Li and Ge (2009, cited in Amnuai and Wannaruk, 2013) 
in that an inductive rather than a deductive discourse pattern is employed 
whereby the authors prefer to state the specific findings first and then 
derive some principles from these particular findings. They avoid 
presenting the overall findings (deduction) in the discussion sections. This 
chosen pattern confirms our earlier claim that discussion writers usually 
move from the specific to the general, discussing and examining research 
findings in a larger research context (Chen and Kuo, 2012).  

In response to the second research question “How does writing quality 
differ in terms of move combinations?,” the results showed that the less 
capable the writer was, the more they use a single move or two-move 
combination. The more competent the writer was, the more they used a 
complex structure such as three-move and multiple move combinations. 
Although the individual results and comments occurred alternately, most 
discussions in the three superior sets of data were constructed cyclically 
and different levels of writers appeared to use different strategies to 
compose their discussions. Furthermore, in terms of move combinations, 
the mastery group used a higher frequency of three-move and multiple-
move combinations, meaning that they were able to write better connected 
statements in any of their chosen combinations than other groups. Notably, 
unexpected outcomes were also addressed by the mastery group writers, 
which made their discussion sections more critical, interactive, and 
reflective. 

The reasons these nonnative-English-speaking Taiwanese students 
exhibit divergent textual performances in the discussion texts of MA 
theses can be explained as follows. First, thesis advisors or research 
writing instructors may themselves use either a tacit or explicit method of 
teaching genre knowledge to their students (Wilder, 2012), which results 
in students’ indifference to understanding genre differences. Second, prior 
to writing the thesis, graduate students must have read research articles in 
their chosen fields. Either the move structures of different sections of RAs 
or the variations within disciplines may have gone unnoticed or they were 
not trained to observe the text conventions from genre-analysis tasks and 
transfer the genre features or structure perceived from the analysis of 
model texts into their own writing (termed as the “writerly reading of 
genre and readerly writing of genre’’) (Cheng, 2007, 2008). A substantial 
gap appears to exist between noticing and performing genre. Third, several 
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studies (Lei, 2012; McCulloch, 2012) focusing on nonnative-English-
speaking students have found they experience persistent problems with 
counter/arguments, evidence-based interpretation, and the critical 
evaluation of methodologies. Some Asian student writers lack an ability 
to critically analyze the results, exemplified in studies of Persian, Thai, 
and Vietnamese graduate students (Amnuai & Wannaruk, 2013; Atai & 
Fallah, 2005; Loan & Pramoolsook, 2015) 

By contrast, the cyclic pattern of moves was dominant in the 
discussion sections of applied linguistics, which confirms that applied 
linguistics is an established field as it is generally acknowledged that 
humanities and social sciences are fields that compete for floor-taking. 
The discursive norms of these fields may expect authors to focus on 
commenting on the results. Interpretation is given priority over the 
reporting of objective information, whereas the natural sciences generally 
afford a greater importance to objectivity (e.g., Hyland, 1999; Jalilifar et 
al., 2012; Liu & Buckingham, 2018). For example, in Basturkenmen’s 
(2009) study, the frequency of additional step “alternative explanations” 
in the RA discussion sections of dentistry (28%) articles was considerably 
lower than in the field of applied linguistics (73%) (cited in Liu & 
Buckingham, 2018) and the preferred cyclic pattern found in computer 
science was that the result move structure rotated with deduction or 
recommendation in Posteguillo’s (1999) study. The move commenting on 
results seems to be more important than objective results in the humanities 
and social science fields than it is in the natural sciences.  

CONCLUSIONS AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The discussion section is often thought to be the most critical part of 
a research paper for two reasons. First, this genre puts the findings into 
context, transcends the facts and engages in productive speculation; it 
refers to the literature to clarify the meaning of the findings, including how 
they fit in with previous work. Second, this genre engages readers in the 
critical interpretation of issues based on evidence in the literature 
(Annesley, 2010; Bitchener & Basturkmen, 2006). This paper presented 
text-based research to elucidate the various textual qualities of the 
discussion sections of non-native graduate students’ MA theses. A 
recurrent pattern of major findings and comments on the results were 
found in the discussion sections of MA theses in applied linguistics. 
Although there were some discussion sections whose quality was 
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inadequate, we found that, if the writers are taught the strategic uses of 
moves, they exhibit better writing quality in their discussion sections. It is 
concluded that writers’ strategic uses of moves/steps/additional steps may 
be one of the major factors influencing their textual performances in this 
part-genre, which is based on the finding that students in the competent 
and mastery groups were able to use major findings and 
explanation/comparison of the results to existing research evidence to 
form cycles in more complex move combinations.  

In terms of pedagogical implications, research writing instructors 
and/or thesis writers could design various genre-analysis writing tasks to 
suit students’ particular needs. For novice writers, the move structures of 
each part-genre need to be explicitly taught and move identification tasks 
can be of great help in noticing a genre. Additionally, synthesis writing 
tasks could be given to upper-level students to foster their competence in 
performing genre (Cheng, 2007, 2008). Thus, with appropriate genre 
knowledge, nonnative-English-speaking graduate writers can achieve 
mastery of their writing of research articles.  

LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

In terms of limitations, this study only selected 30 theses in applied 
linguistics by Taiwanese graduates; therefore, generalizability could not 
be guaranteed. In conclusion, a solid discussion includes a concise 
summary of the results and a critical discussion of the most important 
findings in the context of the published literature. This includes 
considering alternative explanations for the findings, stating their 
disciplinary relevance, acknowledging the limitations of the study, making 
suggestions for further research, and providing a take-home message in 
the form of a conclusion. Suggestions for future research in relation to this 
study are that more discussion sections could be collected and analyzed in 
order to generalize the results. Furthermore, to validate the findings, 
qualitative studies could be conducted to investigate the process utilized 
by various groups of nonnative-English-speaking students to compose a 
discussion and the decisions they make in so doing. Nonnative-English-
speaking graduate students of other cultures could also be recruited to 
determine whether there are cultural differences in move use and move 
combination in the discussion sections. The fruitful findings yielded from 
such research directions could help facilitate future decisions made in 
relation to genre pedagogy.  
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